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Abstract of Alexa Alice Joubin’s Keynote

The circulation of diverse forms of Shakespearean criticism may not be 
immediately obvious due to the diffuse nature of disseminating ideas on varied 
but connected cultural terrains. There are no singular, unitary centers and 
peripheries in the international circulation of Shakespeare criticism. Therefore, 
encountering intercultural Shakespeare criticism is an experience similar to 
listening to interweaving parts in a fugue, a contrapuntal musical piece that 
introduces a melody through one instrument and then develops that same 
melody through other instruments successively. 

Global circulation of Shakespeare criticism is both an exercise in ethics and 
in cultural agency. We need to go beyond questions of mutual influence among 
only scholarly critics to consider how new audiences and new forms of criticism 
are shaping the Shakespeare industry.

This illustrated presentation considers such questions as:

• What are the ethics of cross-cultural criticism? 
• How do we handle uneven valuation of Shakespeare? 
• How might criticism become a practice of cultural reparation?



Conference Description

As one of the oldest and most widely practised forms of reflection on 
vernacular literatures, Shakespeare criticism has helped shape modern literary 
scholarship worldwide. The mutual influence between Shakespeare critics of 
different nations is well known and has in some cases been extensively studied 
and debated (see e.g. the controversy that has long surrounded Coleridge’s 
debt to Schlegel). 

Going beyond questions of influence, this conference aims to refocus the 
debate on the actual channels of transmission through which Shakespeare 
criticism has been circulated and received across linguistic and national 
boundaries, and on the various new audiences that it reached through that 
circulation.

https://shakespearecriticism.wordpress.com/

https://shakespearecriticism.wordpress.com/


Criticism: “disinterested endeavor to 
learn the best that is known and 
thought of in the world.”  

                                --Mathew Arnold

“Horizon of Expectation”: 
conventions that govern how critics 
decode texts 

                             --Hans Robert Jauss



What Is Shakespeare 
Criticism?



Shakespearean Criticism

• Translations of plays and sonnets
• Adaptations
• Long-form scholarly writing
• Short-form journalism
• Practice-based research
• Paratextual materials, critical footnotes
• Bowdlerization
• Prefaces
• Reviews
• Video commentary
• Life writing



https://sites.google.com/site/delightedbeautyws

2011-2020 

An anthology of translations of two tricky lines from Othello

If virtue no delighted beauty lack,
Your son-in-law is far more fair than black.

The last words spoken by the Duke of Venice in Act 1, scene 3



https://sites.google.com/site/delightedbeautyws







New Variorum Shakespeare



https://newvariorumshakespeare.org



Scope of the NVS since 1871

“Everything of significance known about the plays 
and poems,” including 

• sources and influences

• textual evolution

• critical heritage

• stage history



https://www.jstor.org/understand



https://www.jstor.org/understand



Key Questions

• Raison d'être: Why track global circulation of 
Shakespeare criticism?

• Genre: What type of writing counts as criticism?

• Gatekeeping: What is worthy of inclusion (a 
celebrity’s tweet or a politicians’ comment)?

• Inclusiveness: How do we expand the NVS’s 
coverage in terms of form and scope?



Raison d'être of 
Shakespeare criticism



Philippe Torreton as Henry V à Avignon en 1999



Ibrahim al-Mazini
(1889-1949)

Regarded Shylock 
emphatically despite 
the fact that usury is 
forbidden by Islamic law



Sulayman Al-Bassam’s Al-Hamlet Summit (Arabic version), Zaoum Company, Tokyo, 2004



https://newvariorumshakespeare.org/edition/mnd/



https://newvariorumshakespeare.org/edition/mnd/



https://www.worldshakesbib.org



What’s Unique about 
Shakespeare Criticism?



Shakespeare Criticism

• Global afterlife beyond textual criticism

• Boomerang circuitous routes of transmission



Shakespeare Criticism

• Global afterlife beyond textual criticism

• Adaptation, translation, and rewriting circulating 
as a form of criticism





LIANG Shiqiu (1903-1987) 

Scorn not the Sonnet; Critic, you 
have frown’d, 

Mindless of its just honours; with 
this key 

Shakespeare unlock'd his heart; 
the melody 

Of this small lute gave ease to 
Petrarch's wound.

  --William Wordsworth



Chinese protestor reciting Liang’s translation of Sonnet 18 in 
Beijing, November 2022: “Shall I compare thee to a summer’s 
day? Thou art more lovely and more temperate …”



Shakespeare Criticism

• Boomerang circuitous routes of transmission

• Global differentials in criticism



I'll put a girdle round 
about the earth in 
forty minutes … 

-- Puck
A Midsummer Night’s Dream 

Elizabeth McKie
A Shakespearean Atlas, 1934

Folger Library







aberrant decoding



New Questions



New Questions on the Circulation of Criticism

• Ethics – cross-cultural criticism

• Uneven valuation

• Cultural reparation



New Solutions

• Ethical relations between knowledge structures

• How one sees dictates what one sees

• Tackle epistemic exclusion of select critical 
perspectives





Cowards die many times before 
their deaths; 

The valiant never taste of death 
but once. 

Of all the wonders that I yet 
have heard. 

It seems to me most strange 
that men should fear; 

Seeing that death, a necessary 
end, 

Will come when it will come. 

Julius Caesar 2.2.32-37





Theory of Polyphony



Theory of Polyphony

• Mikhail Bakhtin

• Differing and sometimes contradictory voices

• Produces uncanny echoes in global criticism

• Reveals readers’ horizon of expectation (Jauss)











Korean Critics

• Praised Oh’s Romeo and Juliet for conquering 
“the Shakespeare kingdom,” where it faced “the 
descendants of a Shakespearean audience.” 

• “A historical event in Korean theatre . . . and the 
zenith of the Shakespearean boom.”



Hyon-u Lee

• “Meditative and transparent stage that evoked a 
limpid white porcelain bowl”

• Aesthetics of self-restraint (stillness over 
dramatic explosions of emotions)

• Expression of hostility without words



British Critics

• Sam Marlowe: “Comedy obliterated any sense 
of tragic power. Everything is lost in translation”

• Luke Jennings appreciated the “genuine tragedy 
that contrasted starkly with the comedic 
moments”

• Eve-Marie Oesterlen called it “comically 
grotesque” 



British Critics

• Some critics unsure if Oh’s production was a 
“convergence or collision of cultural traditions”

• Will Sharpe: the adaptation “reflects current 
political realities” in “Korea . . . a country at war 
with itself”

• Jason Best: “the bitter divisions between North 
and South Korea” informs the feuding clans



Contrasts

• Germany: visual aesthetics

• UK: comparison with other non-English 
productions

• South Korea: national pride (rather than the 
production itself)



Conclusion
Pedagogical Implications



Jean-Luc Nancy

• Community = space of “being-together” 

• “Being-in-common” but not in universal 
sameness

• International circulation of Shakespearean 
criticism is a form of “being-in-common, the 
standing-in-relations between two texts”


